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The New Direction of
SM./1kt Demographic Policy

Key Judgmems Longstanding demographic trends present the Soviet leadership with a
number of important problems:
• Declining fertilit.■ and. hence, declining national population growth since.

1960 portend serious decreases in the working- and the draft-age
populations: labor shortages are already squeezing the economy.

• Regional differences in population growth are colt rsounding the manpow-
er problem: the labor supply is growing mainly in the southern ring of
Muslim republics rather than where it is most needed—in the industrial
European USSR and resource-rich Siberiz.

• Rapid population growth in the Muslim areas will not endanger the
dominant petsition of the Sla ys, but it is being used to justify demands for
improved availability of consumer goods and for better political represen-
tation, both at the expense of the Slavic areas.

In the face of these problems. the Soviet Government apparently has
decided to pursue a regionally differentiated policy to stimulate population
growth. Moscow, sensitive to possible charges of racism. had long delayed
endorsing such an apprtiach. By adopting a differentiated approach now.
the Soviet Government has acknowledged the serious economic. social. and
poNtical pressures caused by regional differences in population growth.

Measures adopted at and shortly after the 26th Party Congress in
February 198 I--including one-year partially paid maternity leave and
lump sum grants for first, second. and third births—arc intended to raise
the birth rate in the low-fertility, predominantly Slavic regions. Because of
their limited scope. however. the new measures will probably have only a
marginal effect. Moreover, to the extent that the measures succeed. they
%yin exacerbate the critical labor shortages that are already unavoidable for
the I 980s: vomen in the low-fertility but highly industrialized or develop-
ing regions would withdraw from the labor force to bear children.

Successfully encouraging population growth in Slavic areas will place
increased demands for social services--education. health, and housing-.-on
a government already strained to meet current needs. But there is no
indication, other than an expressed intention to improve working conditions
for women, that the Soviet leadership is prepared to make the significant
and costly commitments to housing. consumer goods and services, and
child-care facilities needed to resolve the modern Slavic woman -% conflict
between her roles of worker and childbearer. The first role is critical to the
Soviet economy now; the second, to the country's economy of the future.
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The Now Direction of
Sotiot Pornographic Policy

The Shift to a Differentiated Policy
The Guidelines for the 11th rive-Year Plan (1931-
X5k which were adopted at the 2(ith Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSUI held in
February 1931. ended years of speculation about the
direction of the Soviet Union' demographic policy.
The Guidelines revealed a plan for graduall; imple-
inenting limited pronatalist economic incentives in
selected region:
In speeches at the Congress. President lirer.hnev and
Premier Tiklionov implied that a long-term demo-
graphic policy is being formulated on the basis of
•*special features (of the demographic situation] in
regions and republics.- This is a marked policy shift:
since 1917. all pronattilist measures have been imple-
mented simultaneously in all regions of the USS1
The new measures are an acknowledgment that the
USSR's demographic situation has continued to dete-
riorate. The growth of the population has been slow-
ing during the last 20 years. primarily because of
declining fertility. Preliminary results of the 1979
census show that the population grew at an average
annual rate of 0.9 percent between 1970 and 1979. in
contrast to the 1.3-percent annual rate during the
previou:. census period (1959-70). Moreover, the dis-
parity in population growth betacen Muslim and
Slavic groups persists. Only one-third of the USSR's
population growth in the 1970s occurred in Slavic
areas. Although birth rates in the predominately
Muslim republics have begun to decline, they arc still
Irons 1.5 to 2.5 times those in the predominantly
Slavic republics (figure 21. In addition, recent
countrywide mortality trends—an unprecedented rise
in infant mortality and rising mortality among males
25-44 years old—add a new clement to the concern

over tied"	 g population growth. Fertility decline
and the regional disproportion in population growth
arc causing severe labor NUPPb problems for the
regime. During the 1930s, annual increments to the
national labor pool will decline sharply, and virtually
all increments will come (rein the high-fertility
regions.
The new measures —grants of 50 rubles (USS73.501
for first births and 100 rubles tUSS1571 for second
and third births and one year of partially paid mater-
nity leave . —are to be introduced over a two-year
period "step by step in different regions of the
country. - They are scheduled to be introduced first
(I November 1981) in the predominantly Slavic re-:gions of the Soviet Far East and Siberia. where the
regime has laid great difficulty fostering population
growth: nest (1 November 1932i in the remaining
European regions: and finally (1 N•,‘.entber 1933) in
Central Asia and the Caucasus
1 lie priority of these regions in the new polie is also
evidenced by the regional differential in the amount
to be paid during maternity leave. Shortly after the
Congress. it was announced that qualifying mothers
(those with at least one year of prior work experience)
in the Far East, the Far North. and Siberia would
receive 50 rubles a month, while mothers in the rest of
the USSR would receive 35 rubles (USW) a month.

Despite the stated two-year timetable for countrywide
implementation, the new measures—designed to en-
courage first. second, and third births among working
women —may never be introduced in the Central--

Octuucn 19(.7 and 1974, the infant mortality talc in I hc Soviet
Union increavsuf by 2! pct.:en( Warn 22.9 (Kr thouvand to 27.9 ger
thousand'. The liSSR has not released infant mortality via 	 *C}
sinie 1974 although a knowledgeable Soviet official rev-ently avvcrt-
cd that the fant mortality tare in the uountry has been 25.a mrthousand since 1975. TI.c US Bureau ..( Cgnsviv estimate,. tlw
USSR infant mortality rate reached 31.1 net thousand by 197h.
liven if the lower figure: vugglicd by thc Soviet official obtain ', the
rale is high for a develongd countly; in the United Stat.. the infant
mortality rate is 12.3 pe '-tuvand, and rates arc even tosser in at
least 10 toilet countiic

Cunt-AMA!
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Asian and Transcaucasian republics. where families
of four or more children arc thc norm and where labor
force participation rates for females arc the lowest in
the countr.

These proposals arc a far cry from the —effective . ' and
presumably comprehensive policy Il rezhnev called for
as early as 197f. but the delay can be largely
explained by the dilemma the Soviet Government
faces with any demographic policy. The regionally
differentiated program could invite charges of racism:
however, a single. regionally undifferentiated pro-
gram intended to encourage Slavic growth would also

Conti tidal

encourage minority population growth. The dilemma
does not necessarily derive front racial attitudes:
stagnating population growth in industrialized and
developing areas, which arc predominately Slavic, is
also an economic issue. as is high population growth in
minority are,,, t hat arc rural, traditional. and under-
capitalized

A regionally differentiated demographic policy is
likely to exacerbate labor shortages in the 19tiOs if
women withdraw from the labor force to bear children
in the low-fertility but highly industrialized or devel-
oping regions where manpower shortages alre:tdy

• • •	 ...	 .•
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exist. Should births increase in the developing regions,
the resulti:ig demands for social services --expanded
day-care facilities. increased housing, and improved
social amenities; and consumer services --would re-
quire heavy investment by a govyropent alre:ids
strained to meet current needs.

The Demographic Pulley Debate in Academic Circles
The 15 or so scars preceding the 26th Party Congress
witnessed conferences. proposals, and debates cen-
tered on whether a policy to deal with the problem of
declining national fertility should be countrywide in
scope or differentiated by regions. By 1976. two
schools of thought had crystallized: one favored a
continuation of the de facto policy whereby pronatal
measures were applied uniformly countrywide and
one advocated a regionalls differentiated approach
under which measures to stimulate the birth rate
would be aimed only at low-fertility regions

A subgroup of thc school favoring a differentiated
approach advocated stimulating the birth rate in how'
fertility regions. depressing the birth rate in high-
fertility regions. and "improving the quality of life" of
thc USSR population. A number of leading Soviet
demographers put increasing emphasis on the eco-
nomic problems caused by the regional imbalance in
population growth. They supported their case by
pointing to the experience of Yugoslavia, a multina-
tional country where a reginnally differentiated demo-
graphic policy is in force

The advocates of a uniform demographic policy in-
creasingly referred to the ethnic discrimination they
believed was implicit in a regionally differentiated
policy. The also argued that continued rapid popula-
tion growth in Central Asia and the Transcaucasus
must not be discouraged because these regions wcr
the only guaranteed sources of new manpower

Advocates of every sort of policy engaged in unre-
strained, sometimes heated, debate in major scholarly
journals. Brezhnev's call in 1976 for an effective
demographic policy without further elaboration
opened the door for an intensification of the debate
after the 25th Party Congress. As thc 26th Party

Congress arproached. the tone of the acadeiiiic datitie •
indicated that the economic arguments for a re-
gionait■ .1: fferentiated policy had won of ficial

favor.
The l'olicy Shift at the 26th Congress
By the time the 26th Party Congress convened. the
demographic situation in the Soviet Union had clearly
reached the point where the leadership could no
longer avoid taking concrete steps to regulate popula-
tion processes. The decision to implement the new
pronatalist measures by region marks a major shift
from the de facto uniform approach te demographic
policy the USSR had followed since the October
Revolution

Certainly, the current labor situation was a major.
perhaps the dominant. consideration in the shift. The
prospect of a sharp decline in the growth of the
working-age population is a primary factor in the
USSR's gluemy economic forecast. Although the
reductions in the annual increments to the able-
bodied population were clearly predicted decades
ago, the government only recently began to take
compensatory steps Limited measures have been
passed to restrict labor mobility, and growth of labor
productivity has been emphasized in the current five-
year plan; there is little real horn, however, that these
measures will do much to prevent the deceleration of
economic growth.

Although a policy; that discourages population growth
in regions or high fertility and guaranteed labor
supplies might appear self-defeating, the regime has
become increasingly aware that rapid population
growth in the high-fertility republics is causing more
economic problems than it is solving. The large, young
dependent population requires increasing investments
in the social sector, such as in education and health.
While the growing working-age population provides a
large reserve of manpower. these workers arc difficult
to integrate into thc industrial economy. Mobility
among the major Central Asian nationalities is low,

The increment to the working•age romdation maim, 16..59;
females. 16 . 541i:hiring thc period 19tit•ItS oill be onc•fourth the
size of the ndditio d...ing the mid-1970, a nd ciii ihrint. further
during I 9gri.V.

3	 Conly/niial
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shortages of skilled labor

The value of workers recruited from among the
Central Asian nationalities is further k	 ed by their
teener:My lower level of technical skill and Russian-
language a bil it:. and their historically low labor pro-
ductivity. Central Asia's per-worker industrial output
is only about half the national average. ref -h.-cling. in
part. historically low capital investment in industry.
These factors confront the government with difficult
investment decisions. as capital intestment funds arc
becoming scarce. Increasing investment in labor-in-
tensive industries in Central Asia might raise produc-
tivits. stimulate urbanization. and lower fertility in
the long run; however. it is doubtful that much
funding will be available for such investment aftw
other. more pressing claimants are NU tisfica

Aside from purely economic questions. political con-
siderations concerning the disparity between Slavic
:Ind Muslim population growth rates probably figured
in the decisinn of the Congress. There is little doubt
that the Sla ys will continue to be the dominant group
in the Soviet Union. The regime may have deckled.
however. that the time had come to begin to correct
the imbalance iii population growth. lest Central
Asian leaders use their increasing numbers to justify
greater political demands. Indeed. Central Asian
representatives. in speeches at the Supreme Soviet
session in October 1980. showed a willingness to use
rapid pupuhttion growth as political leverage. An
Uzbek deputy. K. G. Sadykov, for example. referred
to Uzbekistan's "leading role" in USSR population
growth when requesting additional allocations fur
housing. while Tadjikistan's trade union chief A.
Khaydarov also cited his republic's rapid population
growth in calling for additional investmer,	light
industry to help achieve full employmcn.

The regime might also have bccn concerned that the
Soviet military will have to rely increasingly on

minori ics to staff the armed services: by the year

Conti entiul

.2UW.I. tor CN13111,1i,. 11:111Ve Cilltrai A uiits are iNncitcd

tii accuunt I cii onc-Iltird of the individuals eligible for
the. draft. Solite Soviet military planners might ques-
tion the reliabilit. and performance of non-Slavic
troops.

because a broad-based negative reaction to a
regionally differentiated demographic policy did OKA

1■4:611 likely. the regime may have felt compelled to
take the pragmatic path indicated by economic. politi-
cal, and social cintsiderations. The general public
apparently is not awarc of the ramifications of the
new policy. Debate over demographic policy has
generally been restricted to scattered social science
journals. so that public exposure has been limited;
articles in the popular press have tended to focus on
raising public consciousness about such population
problems as high divorce and abortion rates, alcohol-
ism. and lack of child-care facilities. Moreover. the
regime, aware of the political sensitivity of a regional-
ly differentiated demographic policy, will undoubt-
edly stress Inc economic rationale for the policy shift
in order to avoid charges of racism	 —

Prospects for Success and Futurt Steps
Although the new measures arc clearly prottatalist in
intent. they arc unlikely to have more than a marginal
effect on the reproductive behavior of WOMell 111 the
low-fertility Slavic regions. Neither the lump sum
grant for first. second, and third births nor partially
paid maternit leave will bring a significant improve-
ment in the living conditions of young couples at an
important stage in the life cycle. The grant alone is
probably not large enough % to influence childbearing
decisions. Partially paid maternity leave may be more
influential, depending on the percent of wages it
represents, but at best it will only enable couples to
maintain their standard of liv ing.i Because maternity

Al least one leading Soviet demographer Ins privateh expres.ted
disntay over the small amount paid during maternity leave. Accord-
ing to 19711 data. the 50 rubies a month that mothers in Siberia. the
l'ar North. and the l'ar Last arc to receive during tinterniq leave
amounts to about 31 percent 0r the average nsmthly ..age (160
rillal..s1 of all workers in the Rh-'SP.. The 3$ rubles mothers in the
rest of the t:ounity ACC to receive amounts to about 2$ percent of the

averact monthly ...age (R1511 in CCO glfal Asia. 21 percent of the
average monthly wage (111641 in the lialtic rcpuSlies. and 2:%
preen'	 •'-	 monthls wage IR I 42; in the Tranw.auea.u.
legion

• t • .•0e•• .0	 . •	 .• .
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leave has been exteoded to Ili months after birth_ the
loublent of dealing with job and family will be
postponed for women doring the period of greatest
child-eat e demands

The regime will probably continue to tinker with
economic incentives to encourage fertility, but the
leadership will be constrained by limited funds.' A
number of important Soviet demographers recognize
that pronatalist economic measures will compete with
other equally important demands in the national
economy. Some have advocated a program of riots-

economic incentives•—such as expanded part-time em-
ployment opportunities for women and improved day-
care facilities —to make employment and childbearing
and rearing more compatible. But other than oft-
repeated reconottendations to improve working condi-
tions for mothers, there is little indication that the
regime has made the commitment to upgrade the
infrastructure that would accomplish this

Evidence of increased interest in the iuceess of eco-
nomic incentives, particularly housing credits, in Lost
European countries suggests that Ow government may
be contemplating limited moves in that direction.
Soviet surveys indicate that poor housing conditions
are a major motivation to limit family size. Thus far,
however, there have been no moves to institute the
kind of low-interest housing loans (partially canceled
with increased numbers of children) that are available
in East Germany. CzeclMslta-akia. and Hungary.
Evett though these housing programs seem to have
had a positive effect on fertility in these countries, the
Soviet Government may be hesitant to endorse hous-
ing loans in view of resource constraints and the
chronic shortage of housing in major urban centers. In
fact, the I lilt Five-Year Plan shows almost no
planned increase in the amount of housing construc-
tion. However, the new incentive programs try to
improve housing conditions by guaranteeing a room
for newlyweds under age 30, a one-room apartment
for parents with one child, ar," • wo-ruom apartment
for those with two childrer.

Legislative options that %weld have a regional!t dif-
ferentiated effect on demographic dcvelopntent are
also open to thc goverament. In particular. restricting
abortion could have a major impact in the low-fertility
regions. Abortion, currently available on demand at
nominal cost, is the most common nteans or family
limitation in the USSR. According to one estimate,
the average Soviet woman has six or seven abortions
during her lifetime. The high t abortion rate has bccn
cited as a cause Or rising infant mortality, and official
support for restricting abortion appears to be growing.
For example, Boris Orionis. the late dean of Soviet
demographers, suggested in a Nedelya article a more
restrained use of abortion and pointedly referred to
the restrictive measures several Solid 810C countries
have "found it necessary" to take.' Although Urlanis
maintained that women have the right to jbortiott and
stopped short of suggesting its restriction, he did
strongly promote unwed motherhood and cited preg-
nancy out of wedlock as a poor reason to resort to
abortion.' liccouse abortion rates arc probably much
higher in the European areas of the USSR than in the
Muslim-dominated republics, any legislation affect 41e
abortion should have a markedly regional effect

Divorce law reform could also have a differentiated
effect on fertility. Divorce rates doubled when laws
were liberalized in MI5. and contrary to the expecta-
tions of Soviet demographers. they have not declined.
Divorce rates vary widely among regions: in the
RSFSR and Estonia. for example, rates arc twice us
high as in Uzbekistan. Soviet sociologists and demon-
raphers have postulated that the easy availability of
divorce increases family instability and has a negative
influence on family-formation and family-building

' Despite the leadership's expressed concern over po pulation issuos.
only some 9 billion rubles, or about 1.7 percent of the ctpected
national income (531-540 billion rublesi at uhe end of the I '

Ve y.' Plan, was nitocatcd for aid to families with childrcr

5

' For example. in Bulgaria, abortion is denied to married ...wren
under age 40 who arc ‹hildler.0 or ham only one child: in Itungary.
only non,.	 t ..ge 40 or n-ho have three children may have
abut lion.
• Both the'ass st. males during World War 11 amid the increase in
mortality among young men have created an untravorabk sea ratio
in thy USSR. In the same article Urlants addressed the resultant
problem of too many single women: They can't all get married!
Theme aren't enough eligible men," hc stated. Further. "a woman
ought to be aware that her chances arc limited, and she also ought
to be aware that motherhood sometimes brings more joy tor in any
case, no heist than matrimony, especially if matrimony is not
3CCOMraniCd by ntutual love and respect. 1 think that reducing the
number of abortions among this group of women is quite important.
The warner: would find ocrsonal happincst	 thy country's
demographic situation Inavuld ittir,ovc.

Con dential
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decisions.I amity counseling clinics havi: been estab-
lished in a number of urcas. and Inc cucrent intensifi-
cation in the a:aitipaign against alcoholkin (reportedly

fl lajOf CaUSC of divorcci seems it IC15( paruj ilt
aimed at lowering divorce rates.. In ticw of increased
expressions of concern over divorce rates_ the govern-
ment - will probably institute wine restrictions on
divorce. though there is no guarantee ( given the
difficult eeonontic situation of young Soviet couples'
that lower divorce rates in the European USSR will
result in :t rise in fertility.

Conf ential (.1
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Appendix

Smict Legistathot
Affecting Fertility

Thc follooing summarises major Stwiet legislation on
the family. social welfare. and labor that has some
effect on fertility. For each category. current provi-
sions in thelau arc given. as well as recent significant
changes in the ease of maternity leave. maternity
grants and child allowances.

haternIty Lease
Prarlslons. Women had been permitted 112 days (.56
days prior to birth. 56 days after birth". regardless of
length of employment. Postnatal unpaid leave was
increased front three months to one year in 1968. The
government detailed new Provisions for maternity
leave on 6 September 1981. Pat dully paid leave will
be grunted for one year to working women employed
for at least a year: 50 rubles per month for women in
Siberia. the Far East. and the country's northern
regions (Karerskaya and Komi ASSIts and Arkhatt•
gaskaya and Murmansk:1ra Oblastst. and also in
VoIngodskaya. Novgurodskaya. and l'%kovskaya °b-
lasts: 35 rubles per month for women in the rest of the
country: plus additional unpaid leave to care for a
child up to the age of 18 months. These benefits are to
be implemented according to the following schedule:
on I November 1961 in thc northern regions. Siberia.
and the Far East: on 1 November 1932 in the
remaining regions of the 'LSI :SR. the Ukraine. Belo-
russia. Moldavia. and the Baltic republics: and on

November 1983 in the regions of Ka7akItstan.
Central Asia. and the Transkaucasus. Beginning in
1981. an extra three days of paid leave is granted to
working women with two or more children, 12 years
old or younger.

Intent. This pronatalist measure is clearly designed to
appeal to women in low-fertiliq regions, where female

„ labor force participation rates are extremely high.
(According to 1970 census data. 90 to 98 percent of
all women in the able-bodied ages in the Baltic and
Slavic republics were in the labor force.,

7

Maternity Grunts
• Prod.:ions. The site of the grant is based tut average
monthly income. If the average monthly income of
either parent is less than 60 rubles tUSS94.20t. the
family is granted 12 rubles tUSS18.841at the lime of
the child's birth and IS rubles (C5S28.261 when the
child is 5 months old.

Intent. Designed to defray the taws of pureltztsing
layette and weaning the child, these small pay ments
cannot have a serious pronatal effect.

■■••

Family Income Supplements
Prorisions. Until 1974. the benefits did not begin
until the fourth birth: payments were made only until
the child was 4 years old and the sum nas vet; small.
After the 24th Party Congress (19711a program or
supplements for low-income families uas, announced:
it was implemented in 1974. The landmark program
provided for an allowance of 12 rubles (USS18.841 a
month for each child under age 8 in Camille% ss hake
per capita income did not exceed 50 rubles
teS578.501 a month.

Intent. The plan. while national its scope and applica-
tion. maximires benefits to large rural families who
arc more likely to fall below the poverty line.

Child Allorntnces
Prorisions. On 6 September 1981. the government
announced lump sum grants in the fullowing amounts
Maid according to the regionally differentiated -cited-
ule outlined in the maternity leave provisiote.t. 50
rubles upon the birth of the first child and 100 rubles
upon the birth of the second and third children. In
addition, beginning on I December 1981. single moth-
ers receive 20 ruble per month for eaelt child until
the child is 16 years old 08 years old for students not
in receipt of a. grant!.

Con(' ential
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latent. Thew flew measures seem designed to bolster
the regiunalls differentiated policy goals. flowerer.
while the provisions apply initially to the low-fertility
regions (where they arc ntost needed), within two
years the some monetary incentives will bc extended
to the high birth-rate regions of Central Asia and the
Trans.:nue:MIN.

pa rt-tOne employment opportunities for swollen_ par-
ticularly those with young children, and better ar-
rangements for nursing mothers. Part-time ..orkers-
aa re now guaranteed the saute benefits as full-time
employees: part-time status fur women with young
children dues not affect seniority.

Lubur
Provisions. A 1978 Decree of the USSR Council of
Ministers and the All-Union Central Committee of
Trade Unions (AUCCTU1"On Additional Measures
To Improve Working Conditiorts of Women lint-
ployed in the National Economy" provides that
women II) retain their seniority if less than six months
elapse from the Onto they cease employment in heavy
or hazardous work until they begin a new job or
schooling. (2) receive their average monthly salar; for
NIN months from the former job while they are in
retraining programs. and (3) retain housing and child-
care privileges acquired at former place of
employment.

Intent. Apparently aimed largely at the service sector.
these provisions could draw women into the labor
force who would otherwise bc unable to work because
or age, family responsibilities, or school. Partial em-
ployment is expected to ease the double burden of
work and motherhood, and, to the extent that it is
successful. partial employment may have a positive
effect on the birth rate. Actual opportunities fur port-
hole employment. however. arc still quite li mited
(accounting for only 23 percent or cmpli*ment in
19741. While the Guidelines for the current five-year
plan call for an expansion of part-time opportunities
for women with young eltild,ea. managers will have
trouble accommodating part-time work schedules to
stondardized production schedules. especially in heav-
ily female branches of industry (such as textiles and
food processing/.In a move effective January 1981, and apparently

associated with the 1978 decree. women were barred
from 460 occupations involving heavy or hazardous
work —the best paying jobs for women with fcw
Su that women who were in the occupations now
barred will not suffer a cut in p.iy, the state will have
to provide retraining in skilled occupations and in-
crease the female enrollment in vocational-technical
schools.

Di■oree
Provisions. In 1%5. divorce los reforms made di-
vorce obtainable in a single court and eliminated the
requirement of public notification. Registration fees
of 50-200 rubles are determined by the court. These
reform:, provide for voluntary alimony payments
and mandatory child support payments, although a
woman May not be sued for divorce without her
consent during pregnancy or up to one year after the
birth of a child. In 1968. these reforms were incorpo-
rated into the new Principles of Family Law. The new
law added the pacssibility of divorce without court suit
by registration with the civil marriage registry under
the fotlowing conditions: if the divorce is by mutual
consent, in the absence of minor children, and after
payment of 3 50-ruble fee followed by a three-month
"cooling-off' period.

Intent. These provisions may have some pronatalist
intent. Some demographers bclieve that chronic phys-
ical exhaustion because of heavy labor on the job has
contributed to the decline in thc birth rate and believe
the employment shift will ease thc burden somewhat.
The success of the program is questionable in light of
the current labor shortagc, especially in industrial
areas of Siberia. where factory managers will be
reluctant to comply with the regulations.

Provisions. In April 1980. the State Committee for
Labor and Social Questions (Goskomtrud) and the
AUCCTU formally announced the regulations on
improving working conditions for women with chi!.
drcn and for those empkwed part-time. The 26th
Party Congress called for further improvements in

Comment. Divorce rates soared after the liberalizing
measures were introduced. Many demographers point
to the ease with which divorce can be obtained as a
factor in family instability and as a negative influence
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on fertility. During the 1970 x man, counsci
were cstabl ;shed in an effort to combat high divorce
rates. anti support for restrictive reform of divorce
laws appears to be :,:rowing.

Abortion
Prurisiuns. Since I 956, abortion has been available on
demand through the first trimester of pregnanc3 at a
cast of $ rubles. Patients qualify for 10 da,- unpaid
leave without loss of seniority: fees and loss of pay arc
waived for women with incomes of less than 60 rubles
per montht or for abortion performed under doctor's
orders.
Commcat. High rates of abortion among Soviet
women are a source of increasing concern among
demographers. especially since the number of past
abortions appears to affect the	 of future
infants a woman may bear. Although the right to
abortion is staunchly defended. some restrictive meas-
ures, such as required counNcling for women under
age 40 or limiting the number of abortions legally
permissible within a year, way be forthcoming.
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